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Civilians Killed In Amisom, SNA Shooting 

On Jul 12, 2018  

At least 2 civilians were killed after Somalia National Army 

soldiers and Amisom troops opened fire  after an IED 

explosion in Huriwaa district Mogadishu. 

The IED attack had targeted a  Amisom vehicle. 

Shooting ensued after the explosion leading to the casualties. 

Two more explosions were reported . 

Four civilians were injured. 

https://www.radiodalsan.com/en/2018/07/12/2-civilians-killed-in-amisom-sna-shooting/ 
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Twine explosions hit AU soldiers in Somalia 

12th July 2018  

MOGADISHU, Somalia – Double roadside bomb 

explosions have ripped through African Union 

(AMISOM) forces’ armored personnel carriers in 

Somalia’s capital Mogadishu. 

The explosions targeted the soldiers on board, 

while travelling into the city’s Hiliwa district, according to a witness, Faisa Hassan. 

Hassan says the explosions destroyed one of the convoys carrying African Union mission in 

Somalia also known as AMISOM. 

It remains unknown how many soldiers killed or injured in the bomb attack. 

No word from African Union mission over the attack. 

There was no immediate claim of responsibility for the explosions in Somali capital. 

https://mareeg.com/ethiobiafighters-attacked-on-kebridahar-airport-onlf-official-11/ 
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Somalia: Foreign forces raid in Wanlaweyn 

12th July 2018  

MOGADISHU, Somalia – Foreign forces, though to 

be from US have launched fresh attack in 

Wanlaweyn town, about 90 km (55 miles) to the 

northwest of Somalia’s capital Mogadishu. 

The raid happened last night in the town, as the 

especial forces reportedly arrested at least 3 people on suspicion of Al Qaeda linked Al 

Shabaab members, according to local media. 

Risaala, a local radio based in Mogadishu, aired that the suspects were taken into Bailidogle 

airbase, where US military forces train Somali Especial soldiers. 

Bailidogle, an airfield situated 70 miles northwest of Somali capital Mogadishu. 

Somali military officials in the town were unavailable to reach on the phone for comments 

on the latest raid in southwest of Somalia. 

https://mareeg.com/ethiobiafighters-attacked-on-kebridahar-airport-onlf-official-12/ 
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Somalia: AFRICOM Denies Reports of Carrying Out Air Raid in Somalia 

Jul 12 2018 - The United States Africa Command [AFRICOM] has denies reports by local 

media indicating that U.S military carried out an airstrike in southern Somalia, targeting Al-

Shabaab militants. 

AFRICOM said in statement that there was no any U.S. air raid against Al Shabaab in Somalia 

in the past 48 hours. 

The statement came after unknown military jets are reported to have conducted an 

airstrikes at Al-shabab base in Middle Jubba region on Wednesday. 

The aerial attacks have targeted Al-shabab base and a training ground at Hassan Kusoow 

village between Jawaari and Rahole villages in middle Jubba region. 

It is not clear to which country the fighter jets carried out the attack, but Kenyan and U.S. 

warplanes usually target Al-Shabaab in Somalia. 

https://allafrica.com/stories/201807120635.html 
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Somalia: Southwest Army Claims Key Victory Over Al-Shabab in Bay Region 

Jul 12 2018. - The deputy commissioner of Bay regional administration on the security said 

Southwest army made gains against Al-Shabaab following battle in the region. The fighting 

erupted after Southwest state troops supported by Somali national army have launched a 

joint offensive on Al-Shabaab near Qansah Dheere town. 

At least three people have been confirmed dead and four wounded in the combat between 

the allied troops and the Al-Qaeda-linked Al Shabaab militants. The regional official said the 

coalition forces have overpowered the Al-Shabaab fighters during the skirmish and inflicted 

them heavy casualties. However, there were no independent sources confirming the 

official's claims. 

https://allafrica.com/stories/201807120636.html 
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IDP Camp Leaders Dispute Denies Food To Hungry Families In Sool 

12 July 2018 

Around 1,800 impoverished internally displaced families living in four camps in Ari-adeye, 

32 km north of Lasanod in the northern Somali region of Sool, have not received any food 

aid in the last six months because of a power struggle among the camp leaders. On four 

occasions, aid agencies tried to bring assistance to the struggling families but they were 

barred from delivery by the 12 camp leaders, representing competing clans, who could not 

reach a consensus among themselves on how to distribute the aid among the four camps. 

The Ari-adeye administration convened a meeting with the camp leaders to seek a 

solution.  According to the commissioner of Ari-adeye, Abdirisaq Abdikadir Abdirahman, 

they agreed to share the aid based on the clan system. As a result of the agreement, a small 

number of 250 families judged to be in the worst situation received some food supplies on 

4 July. Fadumo Ali Ismail, a mother of 12, said she received 60 kg of food including flour, rice, 

sugar, and cooking oil.  She said it would end the hunger they have faced for the last six 

months, during which time they were sharing food with neighbours, who were fortunate to 

receive remittances from relatives abroad. Fadumo told Radio Ergo she has been living in 

the camp for a year and half after their entire herd of 180 goats died in the drought in Dhiir-

goobo village, 20 km east of Ari-adeye. Her husband is unemployed and has no skills to find 

a job. 

Amina Jama Dirir, 25, lives in the camps with her 75-year-old blind father, who is also 

suffering from mental ill health.  Amina said he became ill when the drought killed all his 300 

goats and 13 camels. The livestock were the family’s lifeline. “I don’t know how to help him, 

I can’t go to work since he needs continuous care. He even needs monitoring to protect him 

from injuring himself on sharp spiky fence around the house,” Amina said. Amina also 

received 60 kg of food on 4 July that is enough for a month. They have been relying on gifts 

of food from relatives in town. 



 

 

The IDP families blame the committee of camp leaders for serving their own interests at the 

expense of the community members. They say the camp leaders’ priority is holding on to 

power and using it to try to negotiation for more aid, even whilst the people suffer. Camp 

leaders are self-appointed officials who wield enormous power across Somalia and normally 

dictate the terms of distribution of relief supplies. Baashe Mohamed Canshur, one of the 12 

camp leaders overseeing Sihowle camp, told Radio Ergo the last time aid reached them was 

on 28 May. He said that leaders on the committee could not agree on how to distribute it so 

it did not reach the needy families. 

http://somaliamediamonitoring.org/july-12-2018-daily-monitoring-report/ 
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U.S. Appoints New Ambassador To Somalia 

12 July 2018 

A career diplomat with extensive experience in the 

Horn of Africa has been appointed new United 

States ambassador to Somalia. News 

website, thehill.com, reported Wednesday that 

Donald Yamamoto, a former US ambassador to 

Ethiopia and Djibouti was nominated to take the 

office. He will replace Mr. Stephen Michael 

Schwartz who has been serving since July 2016. The US maintains a non-resident diplomatic 

mission in Nairobi for Somalia. 

Mr Yamamoto, 64, previously served as the senior US diplomat for Somalia and Eritrea. He 

also worked in an acting capacity as head of the State Department’s Africa bureau during 

the first Barrack Obama administration. The administration of President Donald Trump this 

year stepped up ongoing American military intervention in Somalia. The move follows 

violent clashes between the Somali government and Al Shabaab. The US restored its 

diplomatic mission in Somalia in 2014 for the first time since the “Black Hawk Down” incident 

25 years ago. 

http://somaliamediamonitoring.org/july-12-2018-daily-monitoring-report/ 
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Finance Minister Threatens Not To Pay Absentee Government Employees 

12 July 2018 

Finance Minister Abdirahman Duale Beyle has issued a warning letter to the government 

officials who fail to report on duty. Beyle said the government will not pay staffers who did 

not attend to their work. He pointed out that only workers who reportedly on duty daily 

were entitled to government salary. “Those who do not show up at work, or who do not 

report and leave workstations as per stipulated times, will not get paid,” Beyle said. 

The minister said days when government employees stayed at their homes and only showed 

up to draw salaries were over. The government of Somalia has been conducting a series of 

reforms and undertaking headcount of government employees for the past few months. 

Ideally, the government has managed to pay the salary for its civil servants regularly and 

without fail. 

http://somaliamediamonitoring.org/july-12-2018-daily-monitoring-report/ 
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Foreign Accountability Can’t Be Remedy For Lack Of Domestic Accountability 

In Somalia 

12 July 2018 

After the unprecedented ouster of former parliament Speaker by President Mohamed 

Abdullahi Farmajo and Prime Minister Hassan Kheire in last April, the Federal Parliament of 

Somalia (FPS -House of the People and Upper House), the lead-institution for domestic 

accountability, ceased to exercise its mandated oversight over the executive branch of the 

Federal Government of Somalia (FGS). 

Under the double-edge slogan of political stability, leaders of both houses of the FPS have 

frozen the parliamentary activities to free the executive branch from domestic 

accountability and transparency. Pro-executive parliamentarians are receiving special 

treatments and emoluments for parliament’s paralysis. Lack of domestic accountability and 

transparency is deepening state failure. 

As a last resort, under the Mutual Accountability Framework, the executive branch of the 

FGS faces foreign (donor) accountability to account for its performance in the past 6 months 

in the upcoming meeting of the High Level Partnership Forum (HLPF) planned to take place 

on July 16-17, 2018 at Brussels, Belgium. 

Large delegation from the federal government (FGS), probably including President Farmajo, 

the federal member states (FMS), the civil society, the media, and the business community 

will attend the Brussels meeting. On July 16, the international partners will meet with Somali 

senior officials, while the following day they will meet with the ministers for past 

performance review and action plan for the next 6-12 months.  However, the consensus is 

that foreign accountability can’t be remedy for the lack of domestic accountability and 

transparency. 

The meeting will focus on the progress made in inclusive politics, security reform, economic 

recovery; and resilience, recovery, and humanitarian assistance. Justice and security reform 

https://sable.madmimi.com/c/13341?id=5755200.64028.1.2f21667be473dc8ac057c67bb717454b
https://sable.madmimi.com/c/13341?id=5755200.64028.1.2f21667be473dc8ac057c67bb717454b


 

 

along with the political roadmap for 2020 elections, the transition plan (euphemism for 

AMISOM Restructuring), and the level of aid needed will get special attention. 

While the review and finalization of the Provisional Constitution is mired into chaotic process 

expected to continue beyond 2019, the acceptance of 2014 census is in limbo, the separation 

of jurisdiction between FGS and Benadir Administrations is on hold, the boundaries between 

FMS and districts within FMS are not demarcated, there is a push for resource and power 

sharing between FGS and FMS and the transition from 4.5 clan formula to universal suffrage 

for political representation. 

http://somaliamediamonitoring.org/july-12-2018-daily-monitoring-report/ 
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Somali Parliament Goes On Two Months Recess 

12 July 2018 

Lawmakers of Somalia’s Federal Parliament have started a two months recess on 

Wednesday. The Speaker of the Federal Parliament, Mohamed Mursal Sheikh Abdirahman, 

announced that the third session of the Parliament was officially closed. According to a 

statement shared with the presidency and Cabinet ministers, the third session came to a 

close on 10th July. 

According to the official communication, Members of Parliament are expected to resume 

sittings on the 10 day of September. During the recess, the MPs are expected to visit their 

respective constituencies to assess development projects and interact with their 

constituents. 

During the last parliamentary session, lawmakers approved several bills including the 

telecommunication bill, and also voted unanimously for the bill banning United Arab 

Emirates owned company, DP World, from operating in Somalia, after signing a controversial 

deal on Berbera port with Somaliland and Ethiopia. 

http://somaliamediamonitoring.org/july-12-2018-morning-headlines/ 
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Somalia attending Global Symposium for Regulators for the first time” 

SAWIRO” 

Jul 12 2018 - Geneva(RBB)-Somalia is attending the 

annual Global Symposium for Regulators (GSR), which is 

taking place in Geneva, Switzerland from 9-12 July 2018. 

Under the theme ‘New Regulatory Frontiers’, the 

program includes discussions and debates on how 

today’s digital transformation is impacting all aspects of our daily lives and extending 

regulatory frontiers. 

The GSR is an annual event that brings together national regulatory authorities from around 

the world. It has earned a reputation as the global venue for regulators to share their views 

and experiences as part of the worldwide community of regulators. The meeting fosters an 

open dialogue between regulators and key ICT stakeholders: policy makers, industry leaders, 

consumers and other key ICT stakeholders. A delegation led by the Minister for Post, 

Telecom and Technology, H. E. Abdi Ashur Hassan, including representatives from the 

Ministry and the National Communications Authority (NCA), is in Geneva meeting with ITU, 

World Bank and other regulators. ‘It is a historic event for Somalia because this time last 

year Somalia did not have a communications law, a regulatory body, and voting rights at ITU. 

Now we are not only represented by the Ministry and Regulator in their respective 

capacities, but also have voting rights at ITU,” said the minister. Speaking from Geneva, the 

Minister said the event offers unique networking opportunities for a new regulator like NCA, 

which wants to learn from the experiences of established regulators around the world, and 

that is why the Ministry is here to introduce them to the Community as the Ministry was the 

sole representative at all global and regional conferences. “This is an important opportunity 

for NCA as we establish this institution and build working relationships with international 

organizations and other regulators,” concluded the Minister. 

http://radiobanadir.com/?p=2398  
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The Somali Foreign Minister visited the China Civil Engineering Construction 

Corporation  

July 12, 2018  

The Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation of the Federal Republic of 

Somalia, H.E. Amb. Ahmed Isse Awad, visited the China Civil Engineering Construction 

Corporation, which was welcomed by its vice president, Mr. Lu Jing. 

Minister Ahmed Awad, who participated in the eighth session of the ministerial meeting of 

the China-Arab States Cooperation Forum (CASCF), is trying to restore the Somali-Chinese 

partnership in the fields of agriculture, irrigation, hydroelectric and other development 

projects in rebuilding the national theater, Benadir Hospital and the road linking the 

southern regions with the northern regions. 

A Chinese delegation visited Somalia’s northeastern state of Puntland in March 2015 in a 

quest for a close partnership as giant Chinese firms could be exploring new opportunities in 

Africa, and to be precise in East Africa more particularly. 

China officially re-opened its embassy in Mogadishu in August 2014. It has been lending a 

helping hand to Somalia ever since 

The People’s Republic of China is a friendly country of the Federal Republic of Somalia, and 

the relationship between the two peoples extends over 600 years. 

http://goobjoog.com/english/the-somali-foreign-minister-visited-the-china-civil-

engineering-construction-corporation/ 
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Guudlaawe ordered the arrest of men who raped an 85-year-old woman  

July 12, 2018  

Ali Abdullahi Hussein Guudlaawe, the deputy governor of Hirshabelle, ordered the arrest of 

the men who raped an 85-year-old woman in an IDP camp in Jowhar town of Middle 

Shabelle. 

The police have been specifically instructed to strengthen the operations of these men and 

to bring them to justice. 

Similarly, the vice president of Hirshabelle promised to reward everybody who helped to 

bring the men who raped the old woman. 

“I promise you a great reward for helping us to bring any information about the man in order 

to bring him to justice. Such case of rape is unprecedented and new to the middle Shabelle 

region,” said Vice President Hirshabelle. 

A few days ago the 85-year-old woman was raped by unknown men at her shelter in an IDP 

in Jowhar. the police of the region have conducted an operation in Jowhar town and arrested 

three suspected men for the case. 

http://goobjoog.com/english/guudlaawe-ordered-the-arrest-of-men-who-raped-an-85-year-

old-woman/ 
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US to cut military aid for Africa's fight against terrorism  

Thursday July 12, 2018 -The US is set to scale back aid to African military units fighting 

terrorism, as it realigns its defence strategy to compete with more traditional threats from 

China and Russia. The shift comes despite a growing terrorist threat on the continent that 

has led to an increased American presence, resulting in attacks on US forces in Niger and 

Somalia that have left six US service members dead since early 2017.  

Militants last month even penetrated the headquarters of a military task force in 

Mali. American counterterrorism aid to sub-Saharan Africa — a category that covers 46 

countries — increased dramatically in recent years as the terrorist threat expanded on the 

continent, rising to $954m in fiscal years 2015-18 from $327m in fiscal years 2011-14, 

according to Security Assistance Monitor, which analyses US security spending.But under 

the Trump administration’s new defence strategy, that is all likely to change. "In accordance 

with the national defence strategy, we’re going to see a shift in resources from dealing with 

violent extremist organisations first and foremost, to empowering our allies and partners to 

deal with some of the new ‘old’ threats," Greg Pollock, the US acting deputy assistant 

secretary of defence for security co-operation, said in an interview.  Barely mentioned The 

most recent national defence strategy report, unveiled in early 2018 by Defence Secretary 

Jim Mattis, cautions about the return to an era of "great power" conflict with adversaries 

such as China and Russia. Africa is mentioned only once in the unclassified summary of the 

strategy, in a section about strengthening alliances and attracting new partners. The shift 

means America’s allies in Africa find themselves in an all-too-familiar place. "They had this 

brief period where some types of military assets were more available to them," said Alice 

Hunt Friend, an Africa security specialist at the Center for Strategic and International Studies 

in Washington. "But it’s not going to be unusual or unfamiliar to folks in the Africa-US 

security space to work with a reduction in resources because that’s just where Africa has 

fallen on the priority list." That is not to say the anti-terrorism campaign in Africa — from 

Boko Haram militants in Nigeria to Islamic State offshoots in Niger — is being abandoned. 

The American military has more than 7,000 personnel deployed across Africa, including 800 

troops in Niger, where four US troops were killed in an ambush last year. In central Niger, 



 

 

the US is spending more than $100m on a drone base to help target terrorists. Separately, 

the Pentagon will also send more than $100m in aid to seven countries in Africa as part of a 

program to support the forces it sees as best able to combat a growing list of terror groups, 

according to a Pentagon document obtained by Bloomberg. The bulk of the support, about 

$70m, will go to Uganda, with nations including Cameroon, Kenya, Mauritania and Nigeria 

getting the rest. The money will go towards training and materiel, including Humvees, 

weapons and drones. But to bring Washington’s military aid programmes in line with the 

vision spelled out in the national defence strategy, the Defence Department is preparing to 

increase aid to countries in Europe and in the domain of the newly re-christened Indo-Pacific 

command. Some of that will come by putting fewer resources into Africa. Those plans are 

being made even as President Donald Trump has been critical of the Nato alliance and 

accused allies of not paying enough for their defence. Russian meddling For the Pentagon, 

it’s a question of risk: what can the department afford to sacrifice in the near term, in order 

to ensure it stays on top of evolving threats, particularly from countries that are intent on 

challenging the US’s historic military advantage. Russia’s continued meddling in Ukraine has 

worried America’s Nato allies, while China has showed renewed aggressiveness in the South 

China Sea. "There’s no doubt that there will continue to be risks associated with terrorist 

groups in Africa," Pollock said. "We need to balance those risks against the risks of longer 

term strategic loss of position in the Pacific and Europe." Pollock said the Pentagon would 

not initiate a "precipitous decline" in aid to countries in Africa but would work to gradually 

realign its spending with the guidance of the new national defence strategy. According to 

Friend, this means spending on military aid in Africa will fall back to 2014 levels, even though 

the underlying causes of the security crises on the continent will remain largely unaddressed. 

Niger ambush In the meantime, US troops have continued to find themselves in harm’s way. 

In October 2017, militants associated with Islamic State in the Greater Sahara ambushed 

Nigerien and American troops outside the village of Tongo Tongo. Reinforcements, backed 

by two French jets, dispersed the militants but not before four American soldiers were killed 

and others wounded. An American soldier was killed in Somalia last month in an attack 

carried out by al-Shabaab, a Somali extremist group. Four other American soldiers were 

wounded in the strike. While some members of Congress — including South Carolina 

Republican Senator Lindsey Graham — have voiced support for an expanded military role 

on the continent, the Pentagon has signalled it is willing to reduce the number of special 

operations troops there to preserve forces for other parts of the world. A review of the 



 

 

number and character of special operations deployments could result in a 50% reduction in 

their presence in Africa, according to a June 4 report by the New York Times. The shift in 

strategy underscores the difficult nature of the problems that have been developing in the 

region over the last several years, according to Friend. "This is just going to roil regardless of 

our presence because most of this is fundamentally about politics and economics," she said. 

"But if we were to pull out and the French were to pull out … that could make it hard for 

these governments to stay in power." 

http://sunatimes.com/articles/5784/US-to-cut-military-aid-for-Africas-fight-against-

terrorism 
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Abdi Iley Apologises To The People Of Ethiopia’s Somali Region Over Rights 

Abuses 

On Jul 12, 2018  

The Governor of Ethiopi’as Somali region Abdi Iley on 

Thursday apologised over human rights abuses 

following a daunting report by the Human Rights Watch. 

Iley accused former Intel chief Getachew Assefa of 

interfering in his region. 

Speaking in the administrative capital Jigjiga Iley claimed Assefa used his office to protect 

corrupt officials. 

He claimed Assefs ran a criminal cell in the mainly ethnic Somali region. Iley farther accused 

Assefa of manipulating former Prime Minister Hailemariam Desalegn. 

Abdi Iley has in the past been known to be a close ally of Ethiopia’s TPLF and has been on 

focus following reports of human rights attrocities. 

Ethiopia’s new PM Abiy Ahmed has introduced dramatic reforms since taking over from 

Desalegn in April that is seen to be facing out TPLF hardliners. 

https://www.radiodalsan.com/en/2018/07/12/abdi-iley-apologises-to-the-people-of-

ethiopias-somali-region-over-rights-abuses/ 
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Oppressed Muslims' reactions to Turkey's new era 

13 jul 18 

On June 24, President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, the man who always speaks and stands up for 

the rights of the marginalized, oppressed and wronged around the world, recently won the 

toughest and most challenging presidential election in the history of the Republic of Turkey. 

More than 80 percent of the citizens voted, the largest turnout for presidential elections 

ever in the country's history. Also, it is worth mentioning that Turkey transformed from a 

parliamentary to an executive presidential system of government.On June 24, poor, 

oppressed Muslims worldwide closely followed the developments of Turkey's presidential 

elections. From Somalis to the people of Palestine, the Rohingya Muslim minorities in 

Myanmar to the devastated Syrian people and many other oppressed Muslims worldwide, 

including targeted Muslim minorities in Europe, people focused their prayers on the beloved 

of all oppressed societies, Erdoğan. 

Somalis' views of Erdoğan 

After a civil war severely damaged the infrastructure and interrupted the daily lives of 

Somalis, educational, medical and most other basic services were almost nonexistent. Many 

were senselessly killed in the war. Poverty and hunger become normal among the people of 

Somalia. Deadly diseases, droughts and famine hit and spread across the country. Turkey 

responded to the needs of the Somalis at the right time by providing the required 

humanitarian assistance.Erdoğan's visit to Mogadishu in 2011 was the first by a non-African 

head of government in decades, and the establishment of the largest Turkish embassy in the 

Somali capital, Mogadishu, as well as the commencement of regular Turkish Airlines flights 

to Mogadishu, cemented Turkey's status as a significant player in the reconstruction of the 

country. Furthermore, Turkey reconstructed and equipped Mogadishu's largest hospital, 

officially opened by Erdoğan on a following visit in January 2015.Erdoğan and his 

government's support allowed Somalia to re-enter the international political arena and won 



 

 

over critical members of the international community that had ignored and labelled the war-

torn country a failed state. There is no doubt that Erdoğan and his people helped Somalis 

when the rest of the world wavered. That is the reason why Somalis everywhere closely 

followed the elections and prayed for Erdoğan's re-election. 

Immediately after the declaration of Erdoğan's victory, Somali President Mohamed Abdullah 

Farmajo congratulated his Turkish counterpart in a statement on Twitter: "Congratulations 

to President @RT_Erdogan on his successful presidential election. The government & people 

of Somalia congratulate the people of Turkey on their historic presidential and parliamentary 

elections. Turkey a valuable partner of Somalia."It is not only Somalis those who love and 

admire Erdoğan; all other troubled Muslims around the world do as well. 

Welcoming all - Turkey hosts the largest number of Syrian refugees, almost 4 million, after 

they were displaced by the ruthlessness and cruelty of the Bashar Assad regime. That is what 

is making Syrians love and admire Erdoğan. In fact, Syrians flooded social media 

congratulating and celebrating Erdoğan's win on June 24. 

Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas also congratulated Erdoğan in a phone call to 

celebrate "the success of the Turkish democratic process and his victory in the presidential 

elections," according to official Palestinian News Agency (WAFA). Abbas said: "I wish Turkey 

more success, progress and stability." Erdogan, according to the agency, stressed Turkey's 

"continued support" for the Palestinian people and "their right to freedom and stability." 

Erdoğan seems to be the only concrete defender of the rights of Palestinians. He and his 

people are committed to helping Palestinians politically and through humanitarian 

assistance, as well. The historic Marmara incident, when a civilian Turkish boat carrying food 

and medicine to the restricted Gaza was fired on by Israeli soldiers surrounding Gaza by air, 

sea and land, not allowing aid to be delivered inside Gaza, is a testament to Turkey's commit. 

Nine Turkish aid personnel were killed in that incident. At that time, Turkey was the only 

country that had risked lives to reach the restricted, needy people in Gaza. 

Myanmar is another example of Turkey playing an important role to helping those who are 

marginalized, oppressed and suffering around the world. Turkey was the only country that 

reacted directly to the ethnic cleansing of the Rohingya Muslim minorities in Myanmar and 



 

 

sent humanitarian assistance. First lady Emine Erdoğan personally visited the displaced 

Rohingya Muslim minorities in Bangladesh to deliver aid.Erdoğan and his government also 

speak and stand up for the rights of targeted Muslim minorities in the heart of Europe. At a 

program hosted by Istanbul's Esenler municipality to mark Laylat al-Qadr (the night of 

power), which marks the first revelation of the Quran to the Prophet Muhammad, he said, 

"Because, you should know, a mosque being closed in Austria, Muslims and men of religion 

being kicked out of Austria would start another crusader-crescent war, and you would be 

responsible for it," emphasizing that there is no difference in terms of mindset between 

displaced Rohingya Muslims and shutting down mosques in the middle of Europe. 

The president's endeavors and hard work regarding defending, speaking and standing up for 

the rights of those marginalized, oppressed and persecuted societies around the world have 

made him a loved leader. That was the reason people around the world were praying for 

him while he was on the campaign trail and later congratulating and celebrating with the 

country when he declared his victory on June 24. 

https://www.dailysabah.com/op-ed/2018/07/13/oppressed-muslims-reactions-to-turkeys-

new-era 
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Kenya denies troops involved in sugar, charcoal trade in Somalia 

Jul. 13, 2018 The UN Security Council has been 

cautioned against linking peacekeeping 

troops in Somalia to illegal charcoal and sugar 

trade without evidence. 

Defence Cabinet Secretary Raychelle Omamo 

yesterday told the teams monitoring the 

peace process against accusing African Union Mission in Somalia (Amisom) soldier. She said 

they should stop finger-pointing, sensational and unsubstantiated allegations. 

Omamo spoke during the UN Security Council's Contact Group on Piracy off the Coast of 

Somalia 21st Plenary Session at the UN headquarters in Nairobi. The Contact Group is 

probing terrorism financing in Somalia. “I note that the group has taken the initiative to 

grapple with questions relating to the financing of terrorism and is examining the charcoal 

trade and sugar smuggling as a source,” she said. More than 200 delegates from 68 states 

and international organisations attended the three-day meeting. 

Foreign Affairs CS Monica Juma, her counterparts Ahmed Awad (Somalia) and Vishnu 

Lutchmeenaraidoo (Mauritius), the UN assistant secretary for political affairs Tayé-Brooke 

Zerihoun and secretary general of the Indian Ocean Commission Hamada Madi were 

present. The Group's Plenary Session theme was “Leaving a long-lasting legacy for the 

region.” 

In November last year, the council's Somalia and Ethiopia monitoring group report linked 

the Kenya Defence Forces, which is part of Amisom, to export and import of charcoal. 

However, the KDF spokesman Col David Obonyo dismissed the report as untrue. He said the 

soldiers were not in Somalia to trade, but to enforce Amisom's mandate. Omamo warned 

that linking the troops to smuggling undermines the soldiers' significant contribution in the 



 

 

fight against al Shabaab to restore stability in Somalia. “We expect a responsible approach. 

The contact group should instead lead the way in delving in demand and supply side factors 

including absence of an Amisom maritime mandate to properly police territorial waters,” 

she said. 

The CS asked the group to look into lack of alternative livelihoods for coastal communities 

and the possible role multi-national navies located off coast of Somalia can play in 

intercepting illegal cargo. Omamo challenged the group to ensure its work is people-centred 

by building a framework of peace and security to allow investment in the region for to create 

employment for millions of jobless youths. 

She noted that piracy, terrorism and other transnational crimes in our region are connected 

to underdevelopment, lack of opportunity and limited access to resources. “Security serves 

no purpose if it does not operate as an instrument for the transformation and improvement 

of lives. Maritime security is essential for sustainable exploitation of the blue economy,” 

Omamo said. 

The CS reiterated that threats such as illegal and unregulated fishing, trafficking in small and 

light weapons, the poaching of marine resources and dumping of toxic waste in waters off 

the Horn of Africa should also be eradicated. “These malpractices exacerbate poverty and 

increase the vulnerability of our people to radicalisation, extremism and crime,” Omamo 

said. 

She called for adequate funding for the AMISOM troops and member states to increase 

soldiers to win war against Al Shabaab for Somalia to build a strong national security force 

and strengthen its structure of government. 

Omamo added that a stable Somalia will eliminate piracy off the shores of the Horn of Africa. 

https://www.the-star.co.ke/news/2018/07/13/kenya-denies-troops-involved-in-sugar-

charcoal-trade-in-somalia_c1786258 
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Group seeks wider mandate to crush sea piracy 

Jul 12 2018 - According to the Chairman of the 

Indian Ocean Commission, the existential threat 

posed by piracy could only be tackled effectively 

with a wider mandate. 

 “We are making a formal proposal that the 

CGPCS becomes a permanent organization that would deal with piracy and many issues 

linked either directly or indirectly,” said Seetanah Lutchmeenaraidoo, the Chairman of the 

Indian Ocean Commission, who is also the Mauritious Foreign Affairs Minister. Speaking 

during a media briefing on the sidelines of the 21st Plenary Session of the CGPCS at the 

United Nations Complex in Gigiri, Nairobi, he singled out terrorism and cross-border crime 

as key drivers of piracy. 

“You cannot fight piracy if you forget the other connected issues. We’re going to suggest 

that we work on how to expand the piracy mission so that we integrate other connected 

issues,” Lutchmeenaraidoo said. The sentiments were backed by Foreign Affairs Cabinet 

Secretary Monica Juma and her Defence counterpart Raychelle Omamo. 

Omamo reiterated Kenya’s commitment to peace and stability in Somalia which she said was 

critical in the ongoing campaign to reduce the vulnerability of populations to being enlisted 

to terror cells. “It is our duty to reduce the vulnerabilities of our people, to empower them 

to take charge of their lives, to increase economic prosperity, and that can only come when 

there’s peace and stability,” she said. 

Omamo noted efforts being made by the Kenya Defence Forces in the war against piracy at 

the Indian Ocean saying the war on terrorism will be sustained. “We must fight these ills – 

piracy and terrorism – in tandem because in many ways terrorism extends into the waters 

through piracy and piracy extends to land through terrorism,” she observed. 



 

 

In her comments CS Juma emphasized the importance of enhanced maritime security saying 

piracy was a threat to Kenya’s ambition of harnessing the potential of the blue economy. 

“Maritime security becomes very important to foundation the blue economy discussions 

and strategies that will improve the prosperity of coastal communities, improving their 

livelihoods, growing our prosperity and improving humanity in general,” the Foreign Affairs 

CS stated. She said maritime security and blue economy were intertwined hence the 

government’s commitment to the war against piracy. 

According to Oceans Beyond Piracy’s (OBP) State of Maritime Piracy Report (2017), incidents 

of sea robbery in the East African coast alone doubled from 27 in 2016 to 54 in the year 

under review. OBP reported a similar trend for seafarers exposed to piracy threats from 545 

in 2016, to 1,102 in 2017. 

Along the West African coast, there were 97 incidents in 2017 compared to 95 in 2016 

according to OBP. The study reported a total of 21 kidnappings, thrice the number reported 

in 2016. According to the report, 100 seafarers were taken hostage among whom 90 were 

held for more than a day compared to only 56 in 2016. Two killings were reported. 

The ongoing session CGPCS has attracted delegates from 68 nations numbering over 200 is 

set to conclude on Friday with a common declaration on deterrence of piracy threats off the 

coast of Somalia. Mauritius currently chairs the CGPCS which was established by the United 

Nations on January 14, 2009 to facilitate the discussion of actions and policies among States 

working to suppress piracy on the Somali coast. 

The establishment of the Working Group was in response to the United Nations Security 

Council Resolution 1851 of 2008 which was later replaced with resolution 1918 of 2010. The 

Working Group comprises among others a virtual legal forum, Law Enforcement Task Force, 

and the United Nations Trust Fund.  

https://www.capitalfm.co.ke/news/2018/07/group-seeks-wider-mandate-to-crush-sea-

piracy/ 
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Somalia under Farmaajo: Fresh start or another false dawn? 

July 12, 2018 

When the US ambassador to Somalia, Stephen Schwartz, met the new president of Somalia, 

Mohamed Abdullahi Mohamed, better known as ‘Farmaajo’, a US citizen, he presented him 

with a Trump cap with the slogan “Make Somalia Great Again.”[1] 

The ambassador’s gesture echoed the widespread celebrations in Somali communities 

across the world—from Mogadishu to Nairobi to Buffalo and Minneapolis—and an 

unprecedented level of optimism and expectations in the new administration. 

But what inspires so much hope and jubilation, given the fact that Somalia is far from 

attaining a semblance of political stability and setting up governance structures? The 

presidential election on 8 February had to be held inside an airport hangar and Mogadishu 

was under a security lockdown when Farmaajo emerged as the surprise winner of the 

contest. Other than the unfinished war on al-Shabab and multiple lingering clan conflicts, 

Somalia remains fragmented administratively and along clan lines and is yet again facing a 

severe humanitarian crisis as another famine looms in several drought-hit regions. 

In order to understand the upbeat response to Farmaajo’s election and his popularity, the 

context of his electoral victory must be taken into account. The odds were heavily stacked 

against Abdullahi Farmaajo. All five regional state presidents, whose MPs voted in the 

election, were backing Farmaajo’s rivals: Jubbaland President Ahmed Madobe campaigned 

for Sheikh Sharif Ahmed; Southwest President Sharif Hasan Aden backed the incumbent 

Hassan Sheikh Mohamud, as did the president of Galmudug, Abdikarim Hussein Guled, while 

Puntland President Abdiwali Gaas supported his fellow clansman incumbent Prime Minister 

Omar Sharmake. HirShabelle President Ali Osoble was reported to be ambivalent supporting 

at times both Hassan Sheikh Mohamud and Sharmake.[2] That Farmaajo bagged 184 of the 
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328 votes shows that the parliamentarians did not toe the line of their regional leaders and 

made a decision independent of the political and clan pressure. 

The election was also marked by widespread corruption and votes were being openly 

bought—investigators estimated that about $20 million changed hands during the campaign 

with Somalia’s auditor general reporting bribes of up to 1.3 million dollar.[3] Farmaajo, on 

the other hand, had done his fundraising for the mandatory $30,000 candidate registration 

fee in the diaspora communities and, having spent little time in Somali politics and 

government, was not tainted by allegations of corruption. 

Whilst corruption marred the electoral process and was partly the reason for several 

postponements, it clearly did not decide the final outcome. Mogadishu residents say that 

mosque sheikhs as well as people on the street were urging the members of parliament to 

‘take the money—it is halaal if you vote with your conscience’.[4] The MPs were also banned 

from carrying their mobile phones in the voting hall to prevent the ballots being 

photographed or MPs receiving last-minute bribes. 

Equally daunting for Farmaajo was the role of regional and Middle Eastern countries backing 

one or the other of his rivals. Ethiopia, for instance, was believed to have been backing the 

incumbent for the sake of continuity and stability. The Addis Ababa-based Center for 

Dialogue Research and Cooperation, a think-tank run by former Ethiopian diplomats and 

believed to reflect the official policy, had warned that Somalia would be destabilized further 

if a non-Hawiye took over Villa Somalia (Farmaajo is from the Darood clan’s Marehan branch 

whilst the defeated Hasan Sheikh an Abgal-Hawiye). “Based on historic and current realities 

allowing the Hawiye to keep the Presidency might be a wise move,” the report said, adding: 

“It appears practically impossible for a Darood in Mogadishu to offer leadership particularly 

to the security institutions constituted of endogenous clans and sub clans engaged in the 

fight against [al-Shabab]”.[5] Meetings of the Somali regional presidents with Ethiopian 

authorities in Addis Ababa also sparked a reaction in Somalia to what was widely seen as an 

attempt to influence the outcome of the presidential election.[6] 

Islamist candidates such as the outgoing president Hasan Sheikh and another former 

president, Sheikh Sahrif Ahmed, also had the diplomatic and financial support of their 

patrons in Qatar, United Arab Emirates and Turkey.[7] 
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Yet, despite so many hurdles, how did President Farmaajo beat the odds? From all accounts, 

this was the first Somali election where the Social media played a major role in determining 

the election result.[8] 

As Radio Dalsan reports, “Unlike the previous parliaments [this] Parliament is made up of 

mainly new faces with 45% of the lawmakers being youth…more exposed and tech savvy 

compared to the elderly MPs in the past, and have been using social media platforms to 

monitor and gauge the [mood of the] people they represent.” 

Several MPs conducted polls on social media before making a decision on who to vote for. 

For example, Muna Kay, a young Somali fashion designer from the US and an MP, asked her 

followers for their opinion and later posted on her Facebook the results of her polling 

backing Farmaajo. MP Abdi Shire Jama also went on social media to ask his followers who 

they wanted as president. When he got 7000 plus comments backing a Farmaajo presidency 

he announced to his followers that he had made a decision to vote for Farmaajo.[9] In brief, 

social media campaigns built pressure on the MPs 

What does Farmaajo stand for? policies and challenges - Judging from his previous 8-month 

stint as prime minister in 2010-11 and his post-election policy pronouncements, Farmaajo’s 

vision for Somalia seems to run counter to the prevalent narratives and conventional 

wisdom on Somali politics. 

Unlike the previous two presidents, he is not an overtly Islamist politician in a political 

landscape dominated by religious figures and movements. His predecessors exemplify this 

trend. Hassan Sheikh belongs to the Dam-ul-Jadid arm of Al-Islah, the Somali equivalent of 

the Muslim Brotherhood, and Sheikh Sharif is the leaders of Ala Sheikh, a Salafi-leaning 

revivalist group of Muslim clerics. Then, Farmaajo opposes clan-based politics and wants to 

do away with the 4.5 power-sharing formula that discriminates against the minor clans and 

ensures the dominance of the four major ones. 

The new president seems to be carrying forward his agenda from his days as prime minister 

under President Sheikh Sharif. 

“No budget! There was no budget!” he told New Republic about his previous term. “Nobody 

got paid!” Mohamed cut down the cabinet to 18 members and tried to ensure that soldiers 
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were paid and long-closed roads were repaired.[10] He also put in place for the first time 

the practice of drawing an annual government budget. 

More important, it was also during his days as prime minister that al-Shabab was driven out 

of Mogadishu and Gedo. Based on his recent interviews, his three policy priorities can be 

identified as the following:[11] 

 Ending political bickering and ensuring unity within the government. The new 

president laments the fact that every previous president had at least three prime 

ministers during their tenures which caused uncertainty and created instability 

within the government. He aims to put in place a team to work for a longer period of 

three or four years and rebuild the civil service. 

 Defeating al-Shabab: Farmaajo says he has a “very sound strategic plan” to do so. 

Whilst he acknowledges and appreciates the efforts of the African Mission in Somalia 

(AMISOM), the core element of his plan is to build a strong professional Somali 

National Army, paying soldiers on time and providing for their material needs, 

including medical care and assistance to soldiers’ families. Winning the hearts and 

minds of the people, he believes, is critical to defeating al-Shabab. 

 In order to achieve these two goals, he identifies combatting corruption as a top 

priority: soldiers and civil servants don’t get salaries because of corruption which 

undermines good governance and props up al-Shabab. Also, given the degree of 

corruption in elections, he intends to lay foundations for a free and fair election in 

2020. 

Given the ambitious nature and scope of his vision, the Farmajo administration will be facing 

an uphill task. Oliver Chevreau and Ali Aden Abdi of Saferworld pose “4 questions the new 

president must confront in deciding what kind of democracy Somalia should be.”[12] Here’s 

a summary of the domestic political challenges they foresee Farmaajo confronting in 

reforming the state-building process according to his vision of a unified Somalia: 

 Which model will future elections use? 

 What about elections for the federal member states? 

 Can technical and political preparations be completed in time? 

 Can Somalia hold peaceful elections amid continued conflict with al-Shabaab? 
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Chevreau and Abdi argue that “although unpopular among the minority clans who are only 

allocated a ‘0.5’ share of representation, the model has arguably been successful in 

achieving a level of stability in Somalia otherwise absent for many decades.” They fear that 

one-person-one-vote elections that no longer pre-allocate seats on a clan basis will lead to 

the largest clan to achieve the greatest representation in parliament which “would upset the 

balance that has underpinned recent promising, albeit uneven, state-building efforts.” 

Kenneth Menkhaus of Davidson College has similar reservations about Farmaajo’s policy 

agenda. “People were equally excited for [Hassan Sheikh] Mohamud when he was elected,” 

said “But as a matter of political survival, he was co-opted by a system that relies on deal-

making and corruption. Progress in Somalia is contingent on reducing that corruption.”[13] 

The Washington Post opines that Formaajo “will face the mammoth task of uniting a country 

composed of disparate so-called ‘federal member states,’ each of which has a distinct clan 

composition. In several of those states, strongmen have emerged who are seen locally as 

more important and more powerful than the president. Formaajo’s success may rely on 

building a broad alliance of clans without succumbing to horse-trading of government 

funds.”[14] 

Silencing the guns: the future of AMISOM - Farmaajo’s biggest problem, nonetheless, lie in 

the security sector. The al-Shabab question goes hand in hand with the future of AMISOM. 

One of Farmaajo’s first symbolic policy moves was to use US-trained Somali elite guards for 

his security during his first public appearance rather than AMISOM troops mandated to 

protect the Somali government officials and institutions.[15] His assertion that ultimately it 

is up to the Somali army to overcome al-Shabab enhances his popularity with the Somalis 

but he has a delicate balancing act to follow if the objective of ridding Somalia of al-Shabab 

is to be achieved. 

The president wants the AMISOM to stay on until the Somali National Army has been rebuilt 

and ready to replace AMISOM troops. In his first meeting with African Union leaders and 

envoys of the troops contributing countries in Mogadishu, Farmaajo enunciated his policy 

objective with a clear objective and limited timeline. “My vision is to defeat al-Shabab in two 

years,” he said.”[16]. The Special Representative of the African Union Commission for 

Somalia, Ambassador Francisco Madeira, said after his meeting with Farmaajo: “The 
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president has set up his priorities. He wants Al-Shabaab defeated as quickly as possible. We 

assured the president that we are with him in that endeavour.” 

Relations with Ethiopia and Kenya will hold the key for progress on this issue. Messages of 

goodwill and support from the Kenyan government and the African Union are early 

encouraging signs that Farmaajo could negotiate deals with Somalia’s neighbours on the 

issue of both strengthening AMISOM’s role, focused on training the Somali army, as well as 

creating conditions for putting in place an exit strategy for AMISOM. The phased withdrawal 

of the Ethiopian forces from many parts of Somalia in 2016 and the increasing domestic 

pressure on the Kenyan government to pull out its troops from Somalia may strengthen 

Farmaajo’s stance of simultaneously strengthening the role of AMISOM over the next two 

years as well as initiating the process of Somali army taking over from AMISOM. 

Another indicator that his agenda may converge with that of the African Union is the six-

month Peace and Security Council (PSC) report presented at the 28th African Union summit 

in Addis Ababa in January 2017, outlining its ‘Roadmap for silencing the guns by 2020’. As 

the ‘locomotive’ for ridding Africa of conflicts over the next three years, the PSC complains 

that when it comes to AMISOM, despite retaking large swathes of territory previously 

controlled by al-Shabab, the events of the past six months indicate that Somalia is still far 

from being safe. In its report the PSC asks the UN to authorise an additional AMISOM troop 

total of 4 500 and laments the fact that it still does not have adequate military hardware to 

carry out its mission. [17] Working together with the PSC to help achieve its goal of creating 

condition that do not require the presence of African Union troops, Farmaajo has an 

opportunity to pressure donor countries for a better-equipped and more efficient AMISOM 

that can train and build a professional Somali army within his first term. 

Conclusion - The euphoria caused in Somalia by Farmaajo’s election is a testimony to the 

resilience and optimism of a people battered by three decades of warfare, destruction and 

displacement. It represents a break from the past, both in terms of individuals who’ll be 

running the administration—likely to be specialist technocrats–and changes in policy and 

practice it envisages. But the expectations must be tempered with ground realities inside 

Somalia as well as the regional milieu. Even if under the guise of AMISOM, direct and 

prolonged military intervention by regional powers is unsustainable and counterproductive 

after ten years of operations without achieving the overall objective of defeating al-Shabab. 
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Somalia has voted for change; its neighbours should also review their Somalia policy to 

facilitate the process of building an indigenous Somali security and other state institutions 

whilst cooperating with the new administration in combatting al-Shabab. 

If, by 2020, the Farmaajo administration is able to hold the next election in a more secure 

Somalia under the security cover provided by the Somali army itself, much of the rest of its 

agenda—stable and functional state institutions and national reconciliation-may also 

become a reality in the long run. 

http://www.somtribune.com/2018/07/11/somalia-under-farmaajo-fresh-start-or-another-

false-dawn/ 
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